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We introduce a new concept ``the density perimeter,'' which substitutes the
measure of length of the perimeter of a set in free boundary problems. We deduce
some links between the Hausdorff convergence and the char convergence for a
family of domains with bounded density perimeter. If this perimeter is considered
as a penalty term, we give existence results for the variational problem which
appears in computer vision and in a Bernoulli-like free boundary problem. We also
make some considerations concerning a 1-convergence property of the density
perimeter.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
An important question arising in shape optimization is the existence of
optimal domains which minimize a domain energy functional 0  E(0).
A usual method helpful in the proof of the existence of minimizers is
based on the lower semi-continuity of the functional E(}) and on some
compactness results in the space of domains. There are different topologies
which are usually considered in the space of domains, as the Hausdorff
topology (Hc) (see [5], [9]), the char topology (see [14]) or that induced
by the oriented distance function (see [7]), each one having some advan-
tages and drawbacks.
In many cases, the char-topology and a penalty method with the
generalized perimeter are suitable to prove the existence of the optimal
domain. The boundedness of the generalized perimeter gives a strong L2
compactness result, but the limit of a sequence of open sets with zero
boundary measure, might be a set with a strictly positive boundary
measure. This behavior is very unconvenient in shape optimization, and we
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would like to recover some of the advantages of the Hc-topology which
insure the openness of the limit domain.
In this paper, our purpose is to study the special case in which a family
of open subsets of a fixed bounded set is compact in the char-topology and
in which the Hc-convergence implies the char-convergence at the same
limit set. This property cannot be obtained in the bounded perimeter sets,
since the generalized perimeter does not see a crack in the ``interior'' of a
domain. Nevertheless from the Hc-convergence view point this crack plays
a very important role.
We shall correct this default of the generalized perimeter, defining the
density perimeter which is a close notion to the Minkowski's content (see
[10]) and in some cases coincides with the (N&1)-Hausdorff dimension of
the boundary. If we put a boundedness constraint on the density perimeter
we shall prove that the H c-convergence implies the char-convergence, and
each limiting term has zero boundary measure. Imposing such a constraint
is a way to introduce an absolute length scale into the problem and to
greatly increase the penalty for small isolated components of a set.
In a final step we shall prove some existence results for a Bernoulli like
free boundary problem, using a penalty method with the density perimeter.
Also for the variational problem proposed by Mumford and Shah in [12],
which arises from computer vision, we shall prove the existence of the mini-
mizing term under the same penalty condition, and we shall make some
considerations involving a new concept: the maximal density curvature.
Precisely, we shall deduce the 1-convergence of the density perimeter for
#  0 to the Minkowski content in the family of closed sets with bounded
maximal density curvature.
2. General Considerations
We recall in this paragraph the concepts of Hausdorff and char con-
vergence of a sequence of domains and some basic properties involving
the generalized perimeter of a measurable set. We shall also give some
examples comparing the two concepts.
Throughout the paper B is a fixed ball of RN, which consists the hold-all
for the variable domain.
For any closed sets F1 , F2 we define the Hausdorff metric by:
dH d (F1 , F2)=max(\(F1 , F2), \(F2 , F1)) (1)
where
\(X, Y )=sup
x # X
inf
y # Y
&x& y& (2)
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The Hausdorff complementary topology, denoted H c, is given by the
metric
dH c (01 ,02)=dHd (0c1 , 0
c
2)
where 01 , 02 are open subsets of B, and by 0c it is designed the com-
plementary set of 0.
The main properties of this topology are:
Proposition 2.1. The family of open subsets of B is compact in the
H c-topology.
Proposition 2.2. Let 0n w
H c 0. Then \K//0, there exists nK # N
such that \nnK we have K0n .
This proposition allows us to pass into the limit some elliptic equations,
as for example the Dirichlet problem (see [5]).
The char-topology is defined on the family of measurable subsets of RN
by the L2-metric:
dchar (A1 , A2)=|
RN
|/A1&/A2| dx (3)
A classical weak compactness result holds:
Proposition 2.3. The L2(RN)-unity ball is weak compact in the L2
topology.
This statement does not give the compactness in the space of domains,
but it is used in the proof of relaxed problems, and in homogenization
theory. To obtain a strong compactness result it is defined the generalized
perimeter of a measurable set A in the ball B by
PB (A)= sup
. # D(B, RN), &. &1
&|
A
div . dx (4)
It holds the following compactness result
Proposition 2.4. Let [0n] be sequence of measurable sets in B, with
PB (0n)c. Then there exists a subsequence [0nk] and a measurable set 0
in B, such that PB(0)lim inf PB (0nk) and 0nk ww
char 0.
The main default of the char convergence is that a sequence of closed
sets with zero boundary measure and with bounded generalized perimeter
could converge in the char topology to an open set with a strictly positive
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boundary measure, and so there is no closed representative for the limit set.
A classical example for which cl 0n ww
char 0, PB (cl 0n)c, m(0n)=0
but m(0)>0 is the next one (see [7]).
Example 2.1. Let B=B(0, 1), the unity ball of R2, and let
Bi=B(xi , 2&i), i # N, where [xi] is the sequence of the points of rational
coordinates in B. If we denote
0n= .
n
i=1
Bi
we get P(cl 0n)c, m(0n)=0, but cl 0nk ww
char 0 where 0=i=1 cl 0n .
Since cl 0=cl B, by a simple calculus we get m(0)2?3.
The Hc-topology has a very good compactness property, (given in
Proposition 2.1), but there is no direct link between the H c convergence
anbd the the char-convergence. Namely, if 0n w
Hc A and 0n ww
char B we
do not have /A=/B , and we can give the following
Example 2.2. Let 0n=B(0, 1)"[x1 , ..., xn], xi being as in Example 2.1.
Then
0n w
Hc < and 0n ww
char B(0, 1) (5)
In the following paragraph we shall correct these behaviors, given in
Examples 2.1 and 2.2, introducing the density perimeter. Our aim is to
obtain the two convergence properties in the same time, more exactly, a
sequence of open sets which converges in the H c-topology to an open set,
has also to converge in the char-topology to the same set. Meanwhile, we
would like to have a control on the measure of the boundary of the limit
term. This is the capital property which allows us to deduce the existence
result for the optimal shape in the last two sections.
3. Density Perimeter
Let ARN an arbitrary set, and =>0.
Definition 3.1. The =-dilation of the set A is
A== .
x # A
B(x, =) (6)
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In fact A= is the Minkowski sum of A and B(0, =) (see [3]). We shall
introduce the following nex concept for an arbitrary set A.
Definition 3.2. Let #>0 and H: [0, )  R a continuous function
which vanishes at the origin. The density perimeter of the set A is
P#, H (A)= sup
= # (0, #) _
m((A)=)
2=
+H(=)& (7)
Let us suppose that A is a hyper-surface in RN (like a sphere for
example). Then, roughly speaking we have expanded the set A with balls
of ray =, and we computed the volume which intuitively is the product of
the ``area'' of the boundary and the ``high'' 2=. The defaults which might
appear are corrected by the ``corrector'' function H( } ). So we can notice
that P#, H (A) is an approximation of the ``area'' of A. In many cases P#, H
(A) is equal to the surface area, as for example in the case of a circle in 2-D
with H(=)#0 or for a sphere in 3-D with H(=)=&(4?=2)3 (and if # is
enough small). For quantitative properties comparing the density perimeter
P#, H which classical concepts of length in the smooth or non-smooth case
see [4]. The choice of the corrector function is rather unique at least in
two or three dimensions. For example, in the same paper it is proved that
in 2-D P1, &(?=)2 (K)=H
1(K) for any compact connected set.
In this paper we shall concentrate only on the influence of the density
perimeter on the topological properties in the family of domains. We shall
consider H(=)#0 and we shall simply write P#, H( } )=P#( } ). Nevertheless,
many of the following properties proved in the specific case H(=)#0 are
still valid for any continuous corrector H( } ).
The following properties of the density perimeter are obvious:
Proposition 3.1. Let 0RN. Then
P# (0)P# ( cl(0)) (8)
P# (0)=P# (0c) (9)
P# (0)P# ( int(0)) (10)
A very important remark is that P# (0) ``sees'' the cracks, opposite to
the generalized perimeter which does not make difference between 01 and
02 if /01=/02 a.e.
Proposition 3.2. Let ARN. The map #  P# (A) is non increasing, and
lim
#  0
P# (A)=M*(N&1)(A)
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where M*(N&1)(A) is the (N&1) dimensional upper Minkowski content
of A.
Remark 3.1. The m-dimensional upper and lower Minkowski contents
are defined in [10] respectively as:
For SRN, and 0mN, m # N,
M*m(S)=lim sup
=  0+
m(S =)
:(N&m) =N&m
(11)
M
*
m(S)=lim inf
=  0+
m(S =)
:(N&m)=N&m
(12)
where :(N&m) is the (N&m)&L2 measure of the unity R (N&m)-ball. If
the upper and the lower Minkowski's contents coincide, then the common
value is called Minkowski content and it is denoted Mm(S).
In some special cases we have the coincidence of the Minkowski's con-
tent and of the (N&1)-Hausdorff measure, M*(N&1)(0)=HN&1(0), as
for example if 0 is (N&1)-rectifiable (see [10]) or smooth (see [13]).
We also have see [10] and [7]) that
m((0)=)=|
=
&=
HN&1(b&10 (t)) dt+m(0) (13)
where b0( } ) is the oriented distance function, see [7], [8].
4. Convergence of Domains
A uniform boundedness of the density perimeter allows us to deduce the
char-convergence for a sequence of domains form the Hc-convergence of
the same sequence. To begin, we give the following:
Lemma 4.1. Let [0n]n be sequence of open subsets of B, 0n w
Hc 0.
Then \=>0, _n= # N, \n>n= we have 0(0n)=.
Proof. Let's suppose that _=>0, _xnk # 0, xnk  (0nk)
= for nk  . We
shall renote [xnk] by [xn], and as 0 is compact we can assume that
xn  x, x # 0. Because of the Hc-convergence it exists n=4 # N such that
\n>n=4 we have x # (0cn)
=4. So x # (0cn)
=4, but x  (0n)=2, and hence
B(x, =4)0cn , \n>n=4 . We get B(x, =4)0
c which implies x # int(0c) in
contradiction with x # 0. K
The main result which makes the link between the Hc and char-
convergence is contained in
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Theorem 4.1. The family
F#, k (B)=[0B | 0 open, P# (0)k] (14)
is compact in the Hc-topology, and if [0n]nF#, k (B), 0n w
H&c 0 then
0n w
char 0.
Proof. Let [0n]nF#, k (B), and 0n w
H&c 0. Let = # (0, #), and $>0,
such that =+$<#. From Lemma 4.1 we have the existence of n$ such that
\n>n$ we get 0(0n)$. So (0)=((0n)$)==(0n)$+= or
m((0)=)
2=

m(0n)=+$
2=
=
m(0n)=+$
2(=+$)
=+$
=
(15)
Since P# (0n)k we have:
m((0)=)
2=
k
=+$
=
(16)
and making $  0 we get P# (0)k.
Hence F#, k (B) is closed and from Proposition 2.1 is compact.
We prove now the second statement of the theorem. Let 0n w
Hn 0, we
show that 0n w
char 0 or equivalently 0cn w
char 0c.
From the H c-convergence we have that \=>0, _n= # N, \n>n= ,
0cn(0
c)= and 0c(0cn)
=. Hence
m(0cn 20
c)=m(0cn"0
c)+m(0c"0cn)
m((0c)= "0c)+m((0cn)="0cn)
m((0c)=)+m((0cn)
=)2k=
This last inequality was obtained from the inclusion A="A(A)=. Making
=  0 the conclusion follows. K
Corollary 4.1. The family F#, k (B) is compact in the char topology.
Proposition 4.1. The mapping 0  P# (0) is lower semi-continuous in
the Hc-topology.
Proof. For fixed = # (0, #) and $ chosen such that =+$<# we have from
(15) that
m((0)=)
2=

m(0n)=+$
2(=+$)
=+$
=
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Making $  0 and n   we get
m((0)=)
2=
lim inf
n  
P# (0n) K
Proposition 4.2. Let 0 be an arbitrary subset of B such that
P# (0)=k<. Then m(0)=0 and 0"0 # F#, k (B).
Proof. Since m((0)=)k= we get m(0)=0. So 0"0 is open, and
/0"0=/0 . From the inclusion (0"0)0, we get 0"0 # F#, k (B). K
We conclude that if an arbitrary set 0 has the density perimeter less or
equal to k, then 0 has an open L2-representative in the same class.
Remark 4.1. All these conclusions remain true if we replace the condi-
tion P# (0)k by \= # (0, #) m((0)=)g(=), where g: (0, #)  R+ , g
upper semi-continuous, lim=  0+ g(=)=0. We observe that this function
g( } ) might be chosen as g(=)==:, and we can suppose that the compact-
ness and the convergence results are connected with the boundedness of the
fractal dimension of the boundary.
A special class of open sub domains of B is that one obtained by perfora-
tion with convex subsets. For p # N let's define the family:
Kp (B)=[0B, 0=B" (K1 _ } } } _ Kp), Kj closed and convex] (17)
Proposition 4.3. The family Kp (B) is compact in the H c-topology.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Kp(B) is closed in the Hc topology.
Let [0n]Kp(B), and 0n w
Hn 0. Let's denote 0n=B" (K 1n _ } } } _ K
p
n).
Without loosing the generality we can suppose that K nj cl(B), if not we
replace K nj by cl(B) & K
n
j . Because of the compactness in the H
d-topology
there exists a subsequence of [K n1] still denoted [K
n
1] such that
K n1 w
Hd K1 . We deduce that K1 is convex. Let x, y # K1 , and
z=:x+(1&:)y with 1>:>0. As x, y # K1 there exist xn, yn # K n1 and
xn  x, yn  y. As K n1 is convex zn=:xn+(1&:) yn # K
n
1 and zn  z. We
get z # K1 and hence K1 is convex.
In a similar way there exists a subsequence of [K n2] still denoted [K
n
2]
such that K n2 w
Hd K2 etc. Finally we get
K n1 w
Hd K1 , ..., K np w
Hd Kp
or
0n w
Hc B"\.
p
i=1
K pi +
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From the uniqueness of the limit in the Hc-topology we get
0=B" ( pi=1 K
p
i ). K
Lemma 4.2. If KB is convex then
m((K)=)= m((B)=)
Proof. We have
m((K)=)=|
=
&=
HN&1(b&1K (t)) dt
and
m((B)=)=|
=
&=
HN&1(b&1B (t)) dt
But \t # R the set [x | bK (x)t] is convex as bK is convex (see [7]), and
the same for [x | bB (x)t]. Since [x | bK (x)t][x | bB (x)t] we get
HN&1([x | bK (x)t])HN&1([x |bB (x)t]) and finally by integration
we get the conclusion of the lemma. K
Theorem 4.2. Let [0]nKp (B), 0n w
Hc 0. Then 0n w
char 0.
Proof. Let 0 # Kp (B). Then 0=B" (K1 _ } } } _ Kp) and so 0
 pi=1 (Ki & B). Thus (0)
= pi=1 ((Ki & B))
=, and so using Lemma 4.2
we get m(0)=g(=) where g(=)=p } m((B)=). K
Remark 4.2. All the considerations of this paragraph remain true if the
ball B is replaced by a bounded open domain with piecewise smooth
boundary.
5. Formulation of the Free Boundary Problem
We are concerned with the free boundary problem associated to the
linear Bernoulli condition associated to an uncompressible N-dimensional
non viscous flow with possible cavitation. Let be given a bounded open set
D whose boundary is smooth enough, say D is piecewise smooth, so that
the surface measure is well defined. For each open subset 0 of D we con-
sider the Sobolev space:
H 17 (0)=[. # H
1
0(D) | (1&/0) {.=0 a.e. in D,
.=0 D a.e. in D" (7 & cll(0)] (18)
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where 7 is a measurable subset in D non-necessarily smooth. Let
G # L2(D), f # L2(D). We consider the domain energy functional:
E(0)=min {|0 ( 12 |{.| 2+G) dx+|7 & cl(0) f. d1 | . # H 17 (0)= (19)
The minimization of the energy E(0) where 0 ranges in the family of
measurable subsets of D with given measure would provide as in [14] a
weak formulation for a Bernoulli like free boundary problem.
For each measurable subset 0 in D the problem (18) has a unique
solution y=y(0). If [0n] is a minimizing sequence for the energy func-
tional E, when m(0n)=a, 0<a<m(D), after substracting a sequence, we
can assume that the characteristic function weakly converges in L2(D):
/0n ( *
with 0*1 a.e. in D with D * dx=a.
The element yn=y(0n) remains bounded in H 10(D), namely
&yn&H01(D)=&yn&H17 (0n)M
Effectively we have:
|
0n
{yn {yn dx=&|
7 & cl(0n)
fyn d1
=&|
D
fyn d1c & f &L2(D) &yn&H01(D)
where c is the norm of the trace operator from H 10(D) to L
2(D).
Thus {yn weakly converges to an element {y in L2(D, RN) and so to get
into the limit the product (1&/0) {y=0 we need to reinforce the weak
convergence of the characteristic functions. In [14] and [15] it is used the
generalized perimeter in D (see (4)), which can also be written
PD (0)=&{/0&M1(D)
where M1(D) is the Banach space of the bounded measures over D.
By replacing the energy E by E+_PD (0) in the previous discussion, we
would derive the strong L2(D) convergence of the /0n , so that *=/0 , and
in the limit (1&/0) {y=0. In order to deduce that y belongs to H 17 (0),
that equality is not enough as we should also get y=0 on D" (7 & cl(0)).
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Intuitively in the minimizing process cl(0n) should intersect 7 since
obviously
E(0n , .)=|
0n
( 12 |{.|
2+G) dx+ 12 |
7 & cl(0)
f. d1
could be strictly less than 0n G dx=E(0n , 0) and which is also equal to
E(0n) for cl(0) & 7=<. The main difficulty is that using the strong L2(D)
convergence of /0n (associated to the boundedness of the generalized
perimeter), there is no control of 7 & cl(0n) in D, no more on the product
(1&/7 & cl(0n) )yn=0 which should be zero in the limit, in order to find
y # H 17 (0). Also, it is not insured that 0 is open.
6. A Free Boundary Problem
We shall relax the problem presented in the previous paragraph, by
moving the condition on the boundary on a interior surface, and con-
sidering as variable domain the complementary set.
Let SD a piecewise smooth surface, and for all open 0 we define the
space:
H 1S (0)=[. # H
1
0 (D) | /0{.=0 a.e. in D, .=0 S a.e. in S & 0] (20)
In the family of open sub domains of D, with m(0)=a, m(0)=0 we shall
minimize the energy
E(0)=min {|Int(0 c) ( 12 |{.| 2+G) dx+|S & 0 c f. dS | . # H 1S(0)= (21)
under a cost given by the density perimeter. So let's denote the associated
cost functional:
E_, # (0)=min {|int(0c) ( 12 |{.| 2+G) dx
+|
S & 0c
f. dS+_P# (0) | . # H 1S (0)= (22)
We give the next existence theorem
Theorem 6.1. There exists at least a minimizing domain 0 for E_, # ( } ),
in the family of open sub domains of D, of a fixed measure a and with zero
boundary measure.
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Proof. For fixed 0, there exists a unique y0 , which minimizes E(0),
and y0 satisfies:
|
int(0c)
{. {y0 dx=&|
S & 0c
f. dS \. # H 1S (0)
or
|
D
{. {y0 dx= &|
S
f. dS \. # H 1S (0)
This last equality is provided by the fact P# (0) is finite and so from
Corollary 4.2 we have m(0)=0 and /0{.=0 a.e. in D. Also, it was used
.=0 S.a.e. on 0 & S.
As in the previous paragraph we get &{y0&M, M not depending
on 0.
Let [0n] be a minimizing sequence for (22). Because of the cost term
P# (0), there exists a constant M$ such that P# (0n)M$, \n # N. Using
Theorem 4.1 we can suppose that
0n ww
char, Hc 0
m(0)=a, m(0)=0, 0 open. We can also suppose that yn ww(
H0
1(D) y, and
from /0n{yn=0 a.e. in D we get /0{y=0 a.e. in D. To obtain that
y # H 1S (D), we must prove that y=0 S-a.e. on S & 0. Because yn ww(
H0
1(D) y
we have yn | S ww
L2(S) y | S and so yn | S (x)  y | S (x) S-a.e. Let x # S & 0 such
that yn | S (x)  y | S (x). If there exists a subsequence of [0n] such that
x # 0nk & S, then ynk | S (x)=0 and so y | S (x)=0. Let's suppose that
x # (0n & S)c \nnx which implies x # 0cn \nnx . From the H
c con-
vergence we get x # 0c which is a contradiction with our assumption
x # 0 & S. The conclusion is y # H 1S (0). Moreover we get
|
int(0c)
1
2 |{y|
2 dxlim inf
n   |int(0c)
1
2 |{yn|
2 dx
|
S & 0c
fy dS= lim
n   |S & 0cn fyn dS
P# (0)lim inf
n  
P# (0n)
and so
E_, # (0)lim inf
n  
E_, # (0n)
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Since [0n] was a minimizing sequence we deduce
E_, # (0)= lim
n  
E_, # (0n)
and so 0 realizes the minimum. K
Corollary 6.1. Under the previous notations we have y=y0 and
yn ww
H 0
1(D) y0 .
Proof. In fact y realizes the minimum for E_, # (0) and from the unique-
ness of the minimizing term we get y=y0 .
The strong convergence yn ww
H 0
1(D) y0 it is obtained from the weak con-
vergence yn ww(
H 0
1(D) y and the convergence of the H 10(D)-norms
|
D
|{yn| 2 dx  |
D
|{y| 2 dx.
7. An Existence Result in Computer Vision
The main point of the paper is the introduction of the density perimeter
in free boundary problems in order to get zero measure boundaries.
Nevertheless, we can also use the density perimeter in computer vision and
derive some existence results for the optimal segmentation.
The model proposed by MumfordShahfor segmentation of an image in
computer vision, is to minimize the energy
E( f, 1)=:1 |
0
( f&g)2 dx+:2 |
0"1
|{f | 2 dx+:3 l(1) (23)
where g is the given image, ( f, r) is the variable, and l(1) is the length of
the (N&1)-Hausdorff dimensional set 1. In the initial problem (see [12])
l(1 )=H(N&1)(1 ), g is continuous, and f is differentiable on 0"1.
Moreover, in the two dimensional case, 1 is considered as a union of
curves.
A relaxed bi-dimensional problem is considered in [11] where in a first
step is taken a length penalty term (m(1 =))2= for which is proved the exist-
ence of the minimizing term. In this case, a minimizing boundary may have
a nonzero Lebesgue measure. In the same paper, using a 1-convergence
(epi-convergence) method, it is obtained a two dimensional existence result
with the following penalty term: M1(1 )+>(1) where >(1) represents the
number of connected components of 1.
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A different method, also based on 1-convergence is used in [6] or [2].
The authors use a new function space, SBV(B) (see [1]), but the talk is
slightly different, since they consider the main variable as a function
u # SBV(B) and 1 is taken the discontinuity set of u denoted Su . Hence the
energy functional (23) has only one variable, namely the function
u # SBV(B). A main unconvenient in this approach is the irregularity of the
mapping u  Su . Our talk, is in a way similar to that of [11], where u and
1 are independent variables situation which would also allow to impose
some extra constraints on 1.
In the following considerations, we shall prove in a first step the exist-
ence of the optimal image, if as penalty term we consider the density
perimeter.
Let g # L2(0) be given. We are looking to minimize the functional
E# ( f, 1 )=:1 |
0
( f &g)2 dx+:2 |
0"1
|{f | 2 dx+:3 P# (1) (24)
under 10, 1 closed, m(1 )=0 and f # H 1(0"1).
Theorem 7.1. The functional E# ( } , } ) attains its minimum.
Proof. The minimum of E#( } , } ) is finite as all its terms are positive.
Let (un , 1n) be a minimizing sequence. Then there exists M # R+ such that:
|
0
|un| dxM
|
0"1n
|{un| 2 dxM
P# (1n)M
Because of the compactness of the family of closed sets in the H d-topology,
we get the existence of a subsequence [1n] still denoted [1n] such that
1n w
H d 1, and 1 closed. Because of the lower semi-continuity of P# we
deduce
P#(1)lim inf
n  
P#(1n)M
which implies m(1 )=0. From the weak compactness of the unity ball in
L2(0) we deduce that there exists a subsequence of [un] still denoted [un]
such that
un ww(
L 2 (0) u
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(we have considered that un is extended by zero on 1n). Extending by zero
the field {un on 1n , we get
|
0
|{un | 2 dxM
and so we can suppose
{un wwww(
L 2(0, R N ) v
We prove that {u=v in H1(0"1 ). Let . # D(0"1 ). Then supp .=
K(0"1 ), and since the Hc-topology has the property of covering the
compacts we get the existence of nK # N such that \nnK K0n . We can
write
|
0
un
xi
. dx=&|
0
un
.n
xi
dx
and making n   we get:
|
0
vi. dx=&|
0
u
.n
xi
dx
We get u |0"1 # H1(0"1) and unxi=vi in D(0"1). Making n   and
using the lower semi-continuity of the norm in the weak topology we get:
E#(u, 1 )lim inf
n  
E#(un , 1n)
and so(u, 1) is a minimizing term. K
In order to discuss some 1-convergence property of the density perimeter
and to give some existence result for (23) with a penalty term expressed
with the Minkowski content we shall make some consideration involving a
concept of ``curvature'' of a set. In a first step, the talk can be made in RN.
One can notice that for some sets and for # small we have P#(A)=
M*(N&1)(A). If for = given we compute m(A=)2= we can see that there
exists a value of = where m(A=)2= changes its behavior. This critical =
depends on the ``oscillations'' and ``curvature'' of A. In the case of a sphere
of ray R the critical = is R. If we consider a rectangle of edges a and b the
critical = is min(a, b)2, and roughly speaking it corresponds to the moment
when ``new'' intersections appear. We cannot characterize this critical =,
because it has a local dependence, but we can define a global ``density
curvature'':
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Definition 7.1. Let ARN. The maximal density curvature of A is
c(A)=_sup {#>0 | \0<=<$<# such that m(cl A
=)
2=

m(A$)
2$ =&
&1
(25)
For example if A is the boundary of a polygon in 2D, then c(A)&1 is
equal to the largest =>0 such that (A=)c has at least two connected com-
ponents (see [4]). Also, if A is a smooth boundary of an open domain in
2D, then c(A)<. This is a simple consequence of the decomposition of
a measure along the level curves of the oriented distance function and the
expression of the Jacobian in terms of the mean curvature (see [8] and
[7]).
Any finite value of c(A) is attained. Indeed, if $n<1c(A) and
$n  1c(A) for n  , then for 0<=<1c(A) there exists a rank n= such
that \nn= we have
m(cl A=)
2=

m(A$ n)
2 $n
(26)
Using the continuity of the measure on increasing sequences and the fact
that n # N (A)$n=(A)1c (A) we obtain the inequality for 1c(A).
On the other hand if for fixed $ and for any 0<=<$ we have the
inequality
m(cl A=)
2=

m(A$)
2$
(27)
we also have
m(A=)
2=

m(A$)
2$
(28)
Indeed, we shall take an increasing sequence [=n] which converges to = and
we write (27) for =n . By the same continuity argument of the measure on
increasing sequences we get (28). Thus, in definition 7.1 inequality (28) can
be considered.
A lower N-dimensional semi-continuity property holds in the family of
closed sets with the Hausdorff (H d ) topology.
Lemma 7.1. Let [An] be a sequence of closed subsets of cl(0) such that
An ww
Hd A. Then
c(A)lim inf
n  
c(An)
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that 1c(A)lim supn   1c(An). Let's
fix 0<=<$<lim supn   1c(An). For +>0 there exists n+ # N, such that
\n>n+
AnA+2
Hence
A=nA
(+2)+=
Thus
cl(A=n)cl(A
(+2)+=)A++=
and so
m(cl(A=n))
2=

m(A++=)
2=
But from the previous choice of = and $ there exists a subsequence [nk]
such that
m(A$nk)
2$

m(cl(A=n k))
2=

m(A++=)
2=
Making n   we get
lim infn  
m(A$n)
2$

m(A++=)
2=
But, m(A$)2$lim infn   m(A$n)2$ since for any %<$ and for n>n$&%
we have from the Hausdorff convergence that A%A$n . So
m(A%)
2$
lim inf
n  
m(A$n)
2$

m(A++=)
2=
Since 0<%<$ A%=A$, form the continuity of the measure on increasing
sequences we get
m(A$)
2$

m(A++=)
2=
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Making +  0, from the continuity of the measure on decreasing sequences
we get
m(A$)
2$

m(cl(A=))
2=
since +>0 A++==cl(A=).
From our assumption 0<=<$<lim supn   1c(An), the previous
relation gives that 1c(A)lim supn   1c(An). K
The conclusion of this lemma is that the family of closed sets Acl(0)
with c(A)K is compact in the Hausdorff (Hd ) topology.
The maximal density curvature was defined for an arbitrary set.
Nevertheless, in connection with the density perimeter of a set 0, we have
to consider the maximal density curvature of the boundary of 0. If
c(0)<, then for all #1c(0) we have P#(0)=M*(N&1)(0) and
moreover the upper and the lower Minkowski contents coincide. Unfor-
tunately, if a sequence of open sets converges in the Hc topology, them
boundaries does not converge in the H d topology to the boundary of the
limit set, and this is the reason for which the previous lemma will be useful
only when we deal with open sets whose complementaries are closed sets
of zero measure (and then equal to them boundaries) as in computer
vision.
From this result and the lower semi-continuity of the maximal density
curvature (lemma 7.1) we shall deduce the existence of minima if a penalty
term is taken in the form M(N&1)(1 )+c(1 ).
Theorem 7.2. The functional
E( f, 1 )=:1 |
0
( f&g)2 dx+:2 |
0"1
|{f | 2 dx+:3(M(N&1)(1 )+c(1))
has a minimum point in the family of closed sets of zero Lebesgue measure.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the lower semi-
continuity of the maximal density curvature, the lower semi-continuity of
the density perimeter, and the fact that the Minkowski's content is equal to
any P# , for # lower than the inverse of the maximal curvature:
M(N&1)(1)=P#(1 ), \#
1
c(1 )
K
As a remark, we can notice that for #n  0 the density perimeter epi-
converges (or 1-converges) to the Minkowski content in the family of sets
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withbounded maximal density curvature . We have to verify two conditions
(see [11])
1. If 1n ww
Hd 1 with c(1n)K then M(N&1)(1)lim infn   P#n(1n).
2. If 1 is closed with c(1 )K, there exists a sequence [1n] with
c(1n)K such that 1n ww
Hd 1, c(1n)K and M(N&1)(1 )
lim supn   P# n(1n).
Indeed, we have
1. Let 1n ww
H d 1 with c(1n)K. We can suppose that
lim infn   P# n(1n)<, if not the inequality is trivial. Then, for any +>0,
_n+ # N such that \n>n+ , 11 +n . So
m(1 =)
2=

m(1 =++n )
2=
=
m(1 =++n )
2(=++)
=++
=
Since c(1n)K then for #n1K we have
m(1 =++n )
2=
P1K(1n)=P# n(1n)
Making n   and +  0 we get
m(1=)
2=
lim inf
n  
P# n(1n)
and that inequality is true for all 12K>=>0. Making =  0 the proof is
finished.
2. We shall chose 1n=1. Then for #n12K that P# n(1 )=
M(N&1)(1 ) and then M(N&1)(1 )=lim supn   P# n(1n).
More considerations can be made about the 1-convergence of the density
perimeter in 2D, by chosing a non-zero corrector, notably involving the
number of connected components of the sets (see [4]).
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